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Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

 

here we shall clearly witness  Absolutely  QUINTESSENTIAL  Miracles                     

with regard to the most Critical and Important  "4"  Fundamental  Forces,  

namely:                         
 

=  "Gravitational"  Force 

=  "Weak" Nuclear  Force 

=  "Electromagnetic"  Force 

=  "Strong" Nuclear  Force  

 

that which our LORD AL-LAH Powerfully Created and Perfectly Governs thereby our whole Universe,  

from the very Beginning, here:  QURAN TESTAMENT  7/185  =  35/41 

 

              
image credit:  ecuip.lib.uchicago.edu/multiwavelength-astronomy/astrophysics/03.html                                                                    . 
                                             



                   .                                  
.                                                        .                             

and thereby, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that  
 

the  One  and  Only  CREATOR and GOD  (="AL-LAH") of                  

our whole Universe, and all Galaxies, Stars and Planets, etc. therein                  
 

has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT"    
 

 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,  
 

for/in this Final Age now.            
 

 

 

  

  

========================                       

185-  Have they not carefully-looked into the "Ruling-Forces" (=in Arabic: "Malakoot"  

=a most specific reference to the  "4" Fundamental Forces) of the Heavens and the Earth,  

and what AL-LAH has Created (thereby) of (all) things?           

And perhaps their Time is drawing near;  

so in which Utterance after this (Most Superb and Matchless "MESSAGE" here: 17/88)  

will they believe?   

    

                      v v v v v v v v v v 

  

41-  Certainly, AL-LAH holds the Heavens and the Earth --(principally based on those  

"4" Fundamental Forces  as clearly and unmistakably Referred to in the above Verse)-- lest they fall apart.  

And if they were to fall apart none could hold them after HIM.  

Certainly, HE is Clement, Forgiving.    

        

         v v v v v v v v v v v                
                         

 

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. thus also and Especially those most Critical and Important   

"4" Fundamental Forces  of our Universe, from the very Beginning, above)--            

We have Created them based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

  
 

         v v v v v v v v v v v 
 

 

 



 

28-  ……………………….. And HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again,  

thus also and Especially those most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental Forces  of our Universe,  

from the very Beginning, above)--           
 

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!             

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  7/185  =  35/41   >>>   54/49   >>>   72/28)   

 

 

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                    

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"  on them  above)!                 

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30)    

========================  

  

  

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most AWESOME  &  Most WONDROUS  MIRACLES                  

 

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  
 

unto those Most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental  Forces  of our Universe,  

from the very Beginning, above,  
now here thus:    
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Source:  http: // science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/fundamental-forces-of-nature.htm                                                                     
                              v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

 

The familiar force of Gravity pulls you down into your seat, toward the Earth's center.                 
You feel it as your weight. Why don't you fall through your seat?                    
Well, another force, Electromagnetism, holds the atoms of your seat together,                  
preventing your atoms from intruding on those of your seat. 

Gravity and Electromagnetism above are just two of the four  Fundamental Forces  of nature,               

specifically two that you can observe every day.                      

What are the other two, and how do they affect you if you can't see them? 

The remaining two forces work at the atomic level, which we never feel, despite being made of atoms.              

The Strong Force holds the nucleus together.                      

Lastly, the Weak Force is responsible for radioactive decay, specifically, beta decay where a neutron               

within the nucleus changes into a proton and an electron, which is ejected from the nucleus. 

Without these Fundamental Forces above,                      

you and all the other matter in the Universe would fall apart and float away. ………… 

 



 

                 

image credit:  ecuip.lib.uchicago.edu/multiwavelength-astronomy/astrophysics/03.html     

 
Source:  http: // ecuip.lib.uchicago.edu/multiwavelength-astronomy/astrophysics/03.html                                                                                
                   v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

 

=The long-range force of Gravity regulates the motion of planets around stars,                  
and stars around the center of the galaxies, and the motion of individual galaxies.                
       

=The Strong and Weak nuclear forces enable nuclear fusion combining protons and neutrons                
to create all the elements of the periodic table.                     
      

=The Electromagnetic force captures electrons in orbit around atomic nuclei                  
allowing atoms and molecules to form, as well as providing the mechanism for generating light and              
invisible radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum. 
 

If the Strong and Weak nuclear forces did not exist,                     
then stars, galaxies, and planets would never have been formed. 
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Source:  http: // plato.stanford.edu/entries/fine-tuning/                                                                                    
             v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v 

 

 

=The strength of Gravity, when measured against the strength of Electromagnetism, seems fine-tuned for life              
(Rees 2000: ch. 3; Uzan 2011: sect. 4; Lewis & Barnes 2016: ch. 4).                     

If Gravity had been absent or substantially weaker, galaxies, stars and planets would not have formed in the first place.             

Had it been only slightly weaker (and/or Electromagnetism slightly stronger), main sequence stars such as the Sun             
would have been significantly colder and would not explode in supernovae, which are the main source of              
many heavier elements (Carr & Rees 1979). 
  

=The strength of the Strong Nuclear Force, when measured against that of Electromagnetism, seems fine-tuned for life            
(Rees 2000: ch. 4; Lewis & Barnes 2016: ch. 4).                        

Had it been stronger by more than about 50%, almost all hydrogen would have been burned in the very early universe            
(MacDonald & Mullan 2009).                           
Had it been weaker by a similar amount, stellar nucleosynthesis would have been much less efficient               
and few, if any, elements beyond hydrogen would have formed.                    

For the production of appreciable amounts of both carbon and oxygen in stars, even much smaller deviations of the strength of           
the Strong Nuclear Force from its actual value would be fatal.                   
(Hoyle et al. 1953; Barrow & Tipler 1986: 252–253; Oberhummer et al. 2000; Barnes 2012: sect. 4.7.2).  

Fine-tuning of the lightest quark masses with respect to the strength of the Strong Nuclear Force has been found as well            
(Barr & Khan 2007). 



 

=The strength of the Weak Nuclear Force seems to be fine-tuned for life (Carr & Rees 1979).                
If it were weaker by a factor of about 10, there would have been much more neutrons in the early universe,              
leading very quickly to the formation of initially deuterium and tritium and soon helium.                 
Long-lived stars such as the Sun, which depend on "hydrogen" that they can burn to "helium," would not exist.            
Further possible consequences of altering the strength of the Weak Nuclear Force for the existence of life              
are explored by Hall et al. (2014). 

=Three of the four known Fundamental Forces  (=i.e.  Gravity,   Strong Nuclear Force,   Electromagnetism)            
play key roles in the organisation of complex material systems.                     

A universe in which one of these Fundamental Forces above is absent            

would most likely not give rise to life, at least not in any form that resembles life as we know it. (Harnik et al. 2006) 

 

 

 

  

                
data credit:  hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Forces/funfor.html  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Source:  http: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_interaction   

Source:  http: // hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Forces/funfor.html                  
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                       Fundamental Forces 

                                Relative Strength 

Gravitational Force        =              1 

Weak Nuclear Force =                        1025    times stronger 

Electromagnetic Force   =                        1036    times stronger 

Strong Nuclear Force     =               1038    times stronger 

 

*Please, absolutely note that we have rightfully taken                     

the weakest Fundamental Force (=i.e. Gravity) into account specifically as (=1),                 
in the very first place,                        
for/in this specific Table, in this --(from the weakest to the strongest)-- perfect Order above.   

  

                       And Then                      
   .                again                      
    .                 also    

  

                      Fundamental Forces 

                                     Relative Strength 

Gravitational Force    =           6x10-39 

Weak Nuclear Force    =                     10-6                                        =   0.000001      

Electromagnetic Force    =             1/137.035999    =   7297x10-6     =  0.007297            

   

*This most specific value above:  0.007297…  is called "Fine Structure Constant,"                  
it is one of the most precisely measured quantity in nature.                       

And please, note that we have rightfully taken them into account                     

perfectly in equal number of digits above: (0.000001   =   0.007297)   
 

Strong Nuclear Force    =              1 

  

*Please, absolutely note that we have rightfully taken                     

the strongest Fundamental Force (=i.e. Strong Nuclear Force) into account specifically as (=1) ,              
in the very last place,                         
for/in this specific Table, in this --(from the weakest to the strongest)-- perfect Order again above.    

   

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most AWESOME  &  Most WONDROUS  MIRACLES                  

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto those Most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental  Forces  of our Universe,  

from the very Beginning, above,  
now here thus:    

 

 

  "1"                     "1025"                                      "1036"                                         "1038"         

.    
 

V                    V                      V             V       

Gravitational Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Strong Force                                          

    1                       100000000           1000000000000  10000000000000            
               00000000   000000000000             0000000000000                
.  .          000000000    000000000000              000000000000           

                                         

 

                 And Then                      
--(from the weakest to the strongest)-- perfect Order                  
.                             above,                    
    .                     also                       
.                      here again thus:    

 

 

 "6x10-39"                 "10-6"                             "7297x10-6"                                "1"         

.    
 

V                    
 
V                      V             V       

Gravitational Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Strong Force                                          

    0.0000000000000                                           
  0000000000000                        
  0000000000006           0.000001      0.007297    .                        1                                                   

 



                                           = x…         

                    And Then                      
--(from the weakest to the strongest)-- perfect Order                  
.                                above,                   
    .                        also                       
.                         here again thus:    

 

 = x…       

    ================= 

                     And                      .              
.                         Thereafter                     
    .          Finally                         
.             ================= 

 

 

"1025"                              "1036"                                          "1038"                                            "1"                      

 

V                V                  V                  
 
V

 

Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Strong Force               Gravitational Force                                                        

  1025                                                   1036                                                 1038                                    "1"    

 
 

                 And Then                                       
--(in such a "most specific")-- perfect Order                   . 
                             above, 



                    also                       
.                        here again                      
--(in such a "most specific")-- perfect Order                   
.                             thus:    

 

"1"                      "6x10-39"                     "10-6"                       "7297x10-6"                                

.    
      

V               V                   V                  V   
 

Strong Force              Gravitational Force                    Weak Force              Electromagnetic Force                                                        

 "1" (6  7297)           10-39                                                  10-6                                       10-6               
 

 

                  --or/and--                     
.                       again                      .                        
.                        also 

 

"1"                      "6x10-39"                    "10-06"                      "7297x10-06"                                

.    
      

V               V                   V                  V   
 

Strong Force              Gravitational Force                    Weak Force              Electromagnetic Force                                                        

 "1"  (6  7297)         10-39                                                 10-06                                       10-06               

 

                           = x…         

                 And Then                                       
--(in such a "most specific")-- perfect Order                   . 
                             above, 

                     also                       
.                          here again                     
--(in such a "most specific")-- perfect Order                   
.                              thus:     

 

 



= x…       

                --or/and--                      
.                    again                     .              
.                      also                         
.                          

= x…       

         

 

==============    

*Please, absolutely note that   

 

Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Strong Force               Gravitational Force                                                        

  1025                                                   1036                                                 1038                                    "1" 

   >                              >                             >                ^ 
 

                                     --and then-- 

 
 

Strong Force               Gravitational Force                    Weak Force              Electromagnetic Force                                                        

  "1" (6  7297)          10-39                                               10-06                                       10-06                                          

.   ^                    >                             >                 >          

 



 

 

 

we have rightfully placed all of these most specific exponents above                     
in perfectly regular/normal manner,                        
for/in that first instance above: 

                     

1025                 &                1036               &                1038                                                      
  >               >                        >          

                       

10-39              &                     10-6               &                     10-6                                                 

. >               >                        >          
       

and then legitimately and perfectly                        
also in this exclusive/specific manner (=i.e. all exponents perfectly in equal number of digits)               
for/in this second instance above:   

 

1025                =                    1036                 =                 1038                          

. >              >                        >                    

   

10-39             =                  10-06                 =                10-06                                                 

.>             >                        >          
                       

all of them --(from the weaker to the stronger)-- in perfect Order, for/in each and every Case above,               
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent Manner,                

                   

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, above, again here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  28/68-70  &  41/53  =  7/185  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"            
  

==============         

 

 

 

 

       --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                       Strength and range of the "4" Fundamental Forces                 
(=i.e.  Gravity  &  Weak  &  Electromagnetism  &  Strong) between two protons. 

Interaction Gravity Weak Electro-magnetism 
Strong 
Residual 

Exchange particle Graviton Z0 Photon Pion 

Mass mc2 (eV) 0 91x109 0 135x106 

Coupling constant C2 (J · m) 1.87x10-64  3.22x10-31 2.31x10-28 2.5x10-27 

Range (m) infinity 2x10-18 infinity 1.5x10-15 

         
                                                                   data credit:  www2.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/04/0.html 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most AWESOME  &  Most WONDROUS  MIRACLES                  
 

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  
 

unto those Most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental  Forces   

--(between two "protons"  =  i.e.  most essential "particle" of every atom)-- of our Universe,  

from the very Beginning, above,  
 

now here thus: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

    

 

Strong Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Gravitational Force                       
.  coupling         coupling                             coupling                                    coupling                 
.  constant                    constant                             constant                                    constant                 
.    above:                         above:                                above:                                       above:       

                                                    

  2.50                                   3.22                                            2.31                                                   1.87    

 

    -3110                 10-27                                 -6410                             10-28             

 

                 And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                  .                     
.                             above,                    .                                  
.                               also                        
.             here again thus:    

 

 

Strong Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Gravitational Force                       
.    range            range                                range                                          range .                  
.    above:                          above:                                above:                                        above:                                      
  .                                                                      

   1.5                                         2.0                                                   ~                                                        ~    

 

   -1810                  10-15                                      x                                      x             

 

              = x…                        

.             



          = x…               

                 And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                  .                     
.                             above,                    .                                  
.                               also                        
.             here again thus:    

    

       = x…                        

.   

       = x…   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

*Please, absolutely note that all "coupling constants" and "ranges" above                 
consist of all such fractional numbers:                        

(=e.g.  2.50       &      3.22)    and    (=e.g.    1.5         &         2.0)                   
 

and such negative exponents:                        

(=e.g.  -3110   &    10-27)    and    (=e.g.  -1810   &     10-15),                 

  

--(in "diagonal" ways)-- in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary Manner above,              
in the first place,  

  

so now, we will also include all most specific "masses" above                    
which consist of such perfect Integers:                       

(=e.g.  135        &          91)                        
   

and positive exponents:                          

(=e.g.  910    &      106)                         

 

--(*we can clearly see it again on the Table above, in the first place), 
 

 

and clearly and unmistakably Witness it                        

in this  Most AWESOME  &  Most WONDROUS  Perfect Manner,                   

here Again, all together,  

now, Finally, here Again, thus: 

 

 

 

Strong Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Gravitational Force                       
.    mass            mass                                 mass                                          mass                 
.    above:                         above:                               above:                                       above:       

                                                    

  135                                         91                                                  00                                                       0    

 

     910                   106                                        x                                      x       

 

 

                    And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                  .                     
.                             above,                    .                                  



.                               also                        

.                      here again thus:          

 

 

Strong Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Gravitational Force                       
.  coupling         coupling                             coupling                                    coupling                 
.  constant                    constant                             constant                                    constant                 
.    above:                         above:                                above:                                       above:       

                                                    

  2.50                                   3.22                                            2.31                                                   1.87    

 

    -3110                 10-27                                 -6410                             10-28             

 

                   And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                  .                     
.                               above,                    .                                  
.                                 also                        
.                      here again thus:    

 
 

Strong Force               Weak Force               Electromagnetic Force               Gravitational Force                       
.    range            range                                range                                          range .                  
.    above:                          above:                                above:                                        above:                                      
  .                                                                      

   1.5                                         2.0                                                   ~                                                        ~    

 

   -1810                  10-15                                      x                                      x             

 

            = x…                        

.             

 



 

                 And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                  .                     
.                             above,                    .                                  
.                               also                        
.             here again thus:    

    

     = x…         

                  And Then                              
--(in this "perfectly matched")-- specific Order                     .                     
.                             above,                    .                                  
.                               also                        
.             here again thus:    

    

     = x…              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

==============    

*Please, absolutely note that 

because that this specific "masses" of Strong and Weak Forces  

are thus perfectly three-digit and two-digit numbers above: (135        91) 

so we have rightfully placed the specific "masses" of Electromagnetic and Gravitational Forces thereafter 

legitimately and perfectly, specifically as two-digit and one-digit numbers therein above: (00         0),  

in the very first place, 

(*all other most specific "values" consist of                      
perfectly equal number of digits on our Table above) 

 

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Complementary Manner, for/in each and every Case above,              

                   

by all of these most Wise and perfect  Creation Designs  of our LORD AL-LAH,              
 from the very Beginning, above, again here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  &  41/53  =  7/185  >>>  54/49  >>>  78/27-28-29  =  "74/30"             
.                                                             "Signs"                                                                               "Signs"               
.                                in arabic:                              in arabic:               
.                    "Ayat"                    "Ayat"            

==============    

     

  

 

               

                                                           --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

So now, Finally, we should absolutely and clearly See here the Fact that  

our LORD AL-LAH has Created our whole Universe, and all galaxies, stars, planets, etc. therein              

based on such most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental Forces                     

thus also to make Life perfectly possible therein)-- for all of Us,        
 

with such "19" Coded,  Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES (="Signs" in Arabic: "Ayat")              
     

Perfectly Inscribed unto them, from the very Beginning, above: 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  41/53     =     7/185  >>>  54/49  >>>  78/27-28-29     =     "74/16-17 > 26-30"           

.                                            "Signs"                                                                                   "Signs"           "Signs"                   ^         .     
                         in arabic:                                in arabic:                      in arabic:          .  
                "Ayat"                      "Ayat"                             "Ayat" 

 

 

through such a Most Wonderful "Cosmic (=Big bang) Evolutionary Creation Miracle,"             
 

from the very Beginning, again, here (2/117  =  21/30  =  51/47  =  71/13-14, 15-16)!   

  

 

===============  

53-  We will show them Our  --"19" Coded--  Signs  (=in Arabic: Ayatina here: 74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            

in the Horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,                 

in each of those most Critical and Important  "4" Fundamental Forces  of our Universe above,           

as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above, in each and every of those Cases,             

for/in this Final Age, here now)--               

until it becomes Clear to them that this is absolutely The TRUTH!  
 

Is it not Enough that your LORD, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,                  

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/47--             

(Specifically with HIS such Absolute  "Capabilities"  here =57/4)--  Witnessing over  "all things!"      
 

 

54-  Indeed, they are (still) in doubt about meeting their LORD;                    

Indeed, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,             

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/49--              

(Specifically with HIS such Absolute  "Knowledge"  here =65/12)--  Encompassing of  "all things!"            

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   41/53-54 

=============== 
 



 

=============== 

185-  Have they not carefully-looked into the "Ruling-Forces" (=in Arabic: "Malakoot"  =a most specific reference  

thus especially and also to the "4" Fundamental Forces)-- of the Heavens and the Earth, and what AL-LAH  

has Created (thereby) of (all) things --(thus Essentially always as in such  perfect "pairs"  therein =51/49)!  
  

--(*as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above,                   

in each and every of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  therein:  74/16-17  >>  26-"30"  

for/in this Final Age here now.)--         
 

And perhaps their Time is drawing near; so in which Utterance after this --(Most Superb and Matchless "MESSAGE"  

here: 17/88)-- will they believe?    
  

186-  Whoever AL-LAH lets go astray --(because they willfully choose to go astray =41/17-18),  

then there is not any Guide for him/her; and HE leaves them --(when/if they insist on willfully ignoring HIS "MESSAGE"  

and choose to remain totally unaware-indifferent thereof here =10/7-8-9)-- in their transgression blundering. 
 

  

187-  They ask you regarding the "Hour"  (=i.e. thus also and especially, of the fast approaching "Day" of              

this anticipated "Smoke" and the imminent "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter,  

now in this Case here:  44/10-11, 12-16  in this Final Age now)--  

"When (will) its Fulfillment (take place)?"  
 

Say: Its knowledge is only with my LORD, none can manifest it, at/for its (exact) time, except HE.  

It will be heavy in the heavens and the earth; (and) it will not come to you except suddenly.  

They ask you, as if you were an investigator about it!  

Say: Its knowledge is (thus) only with AL-LAH --(here: 42/17-18),  

but most of the people (still) do not know.   
 

188-  Say: I do not possess (even) for my own soul/self any benefit and not any harm, except what AL-LAH Wills.  

And if I knew the unseen-future, then I would have increased in the Goodness, and the adversity would not have touched me.  
 

I am but --especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

(Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")  above now:  41/53  =  29/"47"--  a bearer of "Warning,"  
 

and also --especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

(Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")  above now:  41/53  =  29/"49"--  a bearer of "Good-News,"  
 

to (all) People (worldwide) who shall believe --(here, in this Final Age now: 13/6-7  &  21/105-106, 107-112)!  

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   7/185-188 

===============                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

************************************************************************************** 
 

 

  "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.         Chapter No. "74"   
 

 

24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter  
--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove to him and to the whole World that  
"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
 

28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Left” side above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Right” side above)--   
  
 

29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                               
--(due to/on  t  “Left” side  &  due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     

30-  Upon it (shall be) "19"! 

--(*as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above,                   

in each and every of those Cases with regard to "4" Fundamental Forces of our Universe,        

for/in this Final Age here now.)--  
 
  

31-  For We have made the Guardians of the Hellfire to be Angels;  

and We did not make their Number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  

=and the Faithful (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 



 

and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.)  
 

 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                    

--especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                       

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"47"),     
 

 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go Guided)                      

--especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                      

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")             
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"49")! 
   

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "26-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.    
 

 

32-  No, by the Moon.  

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 

 
 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above "26-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM             

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "Advance,"               

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "regress!"                 
 

41/"53"  (Signs > Ayat)  =   29/"47"   &   "49" 
 

 

 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and Most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

 



 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"               
=i.e.  that "eradicator  &  devastator" above, now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein.)  
 

 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now!-- (=29/"47")   
 

 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those               

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now!-- (=29/"49")    
  
 

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(in such hostile, barbaric and arrogant manners            
therein: 22/72  =  7/"40"  &  "41"). 
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(in such selfish, greedy and insolent manners            
therein: 107/1-7).   
 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us! 
 

48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them (therein =20/109-111)                

--(again, when/if they do not repent and reform themselves and truly repent to AL-LAH here: 85/4-10, 11            
before it may be too late then: 4/17-18). 

  
 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them  
that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of             
Verse No. 31 above). 
 
50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
 

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                
as in perfect "pairs" therein again)!    
 

 

52-  Alas, every one of them requires that he be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky =17/93)!  
 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. 
 
54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of                
Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out  
at the very end of Verse No. 31 again above)!  

 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH wills   

--(when/if HE finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/27-28-29).  
 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat) (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now:  41/53  =  29/"47")--  Source  of  Salvation;  

 

 



 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat) (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now:  41/53  =  29/"49")--  Source  of  Forgiveness! 
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24-56"   

************************************************************************************** 

                     

 

 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


